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Briefing from the National Housing Federation 

This briefing summarises the Government’s approach to giving greater powers and resources to the 

core cities through ‘city deals’. City Deals were announced by the Government in December 2011, 

and by July 2012 all eight core cities had agreed their deals. The briefing also sets out the 

implications of city deals and the actions housing associations may wish to take in the future. 

1.0 Introduction 

On 8 December 2011, the Government announced that it would be working with the eight core cities to agree 

a series of ‘city deals’. The core cities are Birmingham, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, 

Nottingham and Sheffield. Liverpool and Manchester were the first to agree and implement their deals, 

followed by the remaining core cities in July 2012. 

 

As set out in “Unlocking growth in Cities”, the Government argues the core cities have significant untapped 

economic potential. In recent years, they have not achieved the same growth as European counterparts, such 

as Milan or Munich. Handing these cities a tailored package of new powers will give them the freedoms they 

need to deliver much higher levels of economic growth and boost their competitiveness.  

2.0 What are city deals? 

City Deals have been agreed on a city by city basis. The content of each deal reflects the different ambitions 

and needs of the city. The aim has been to give each city a series of ‘licensed exceptions’ to deliver higher 

economic growth. In particular, the Government wants cities to use these powers to deliver innovative projects 

to unlock growth in the local economy. The Government’s initial publication, ‘Unlocking Growth’, proposed a 

series of policy options including: 

 

 A consolidated capital pot: allowing cities the freedom to direct and prioritise economic investment 
 

 A local property company: vest all public sector buildings into a single company with receipts invested 

into economic development 

 

 City skills fund: tailor adult skills provision to meet the needs of city employers 

 

 City apprenticeship hub: allow cities to establish hubs that can access national funding to finance 

small business apprenticeships. 

 

In return, Government expected cities to deliver on four key criteria: 

 

 A clear economic rationale: cities needed to demonstrate a clear rationale on the relevant powers 

should be devolved to a local authority/LEP level.  

 

 A strong evidence base: proposals needed to be supported by evidence so that the costs and benefits 

of each proposal can be assessed. 
 

 Appropriate geography: cities needed to justify why some powers may be more effective at the local 

authority level whereas others may be more effective at the level of the LEP level. 

 

 Appropriate Governance and accountability: cities needed to provide assurances to Government that 

it will provide visible and accountable political leadership, which can work with the private sector to drive 

growth forward.  
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Liverpool and Manchester agreed and implemented their city deals before the other core cities. Liverpool took 

the decision to have an elected mayor without the need for a referendum, whilst Manchester secured the city 

deal before the referendum, because it already had strong governance arrangements in place (via the 

Combined Authority). As all other areas, with the exception of Bristol, said ‘no’ to an elected mayor, different 

governance arrangements have been established. Some have opted to establish, in the short or medium-term, 

a Combined Authority. In other cases, cities have opted to give the private sector a strengthened role through 

the LEP or another forum. 

 

The core cities making up the first round of City Deals have pledged to create 175,000 jobs over the next 

twenty years, and deliver 37,000 new apprenticeships. In the section that follows we look at how cities propose 

to do this by describing the key elements of each of the eight City Deals agreed with Government so far. 

 

3.0 City Deals 

Each City Deal is a bespoke agreement between local authorities and Government. The following summary, 

adapted from the Government’s “Unlocking growth in cities: city deals – wave 1”, shows: 

 The key issues each City Deal are trying to address 

 The different elements of the deal 

 The geography covered by the deal 

 Governance arrangements. 
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Bristol (Bristol and West of England LEP) 

Key Issues: 

Population of 1,000,000, and 450,000 jobs. Higher proportion of population with higher qualifications than 

other core cities, and lowest proportion of population with no qualifications. Highest net private sector jobs 

growth rate outside London. Highest GVA per capita of core cities. 

High population growth has resulted in high living costs and high house prices. This requires updated 

infrastructure to unlock 95,000 new jobs over the next twenty years, by granting flexibilities to raise finance 

and re-invest the dividends of success. 

Geography: 

Bath and North East 

Somerset, City of Bristol, 

North Somerset, South 

Gloucestershire. 

Elements of Deal: 

1) Growth incentive – new financial powers to invest in critical infrastructure to maximise growth and create 

40,000 jobs. Area will retain business rate growth in five Enterprise Areas for 25 years – pooled and 

invested in £1bn rolling economic development fund to create more growth maximising projects. 

2) Transport – ten year allocation of local majors funding to deliver the Greater Bristol Metro, Bus Rapid 

Transit Network, and powers over rail planning and delivery, recycling savings locally. 

3) Public property board – to include relevant Government departments and Bristol City Council, to manage 

public sector assets (£1bn City Council assets and 180 public sector land/property assets), and unlocking 

more land for economic growth and housing, levering in public/private sector investment, and generating 

cost savings by co-locating services. 

4) City Growth Hub – bring together facilities/services businesses need to grow as a one stop shop for 

foreign investors/exporters in the Temple Quarter Enterprise Zone. Capacity boosted by sharing 

resources/expertise with UKTI. 

5) People and skills – business community given influence over skills provision, including £114m of Skills 

Funding Agency funding for Further Education colleges. LEP Skills Group will agree/deliver single skills 

investment plan which links to job strategy, and deliver 5% per year increase in apprenticeship starts for 

16-24s over three years. 

Governance: 

Mayor to be elected on 

November 15. 

Strengthened 

governance with pooling 

of business rates, legally 

binding agreement to 

ensure investment is 

focused on maximising 

economic return, and 

strong LEP-based 

governance for transport, 

skills and the City 

Growth Hub. 

 

Birmingham (Greater Birmingham and Solihull LEP) 

Key Issues: 

Birmingham is the second city, whilst the wider area supporting 900,000 jobs, 2m residents and generates 

GVA of £34bn. Faces challenges of high unemployment, low skills, and constraints around unlocking key 

development sites. Birmingham and Solihull are concerned about their inability to prioritise and lever the 

public funds spent in the area. 

Plans to create 100,000 private sector jobs by 2020, generating £8bn GVA.  

Geography: 

Birmingham, 

Bromsgrove, Cannock 

Chase, East 

Staffordshire, Lichfield, 

Redditch, Tamworth, 

Wyre. 

Elements of Deal: 

1) Finance – Investment fund of £1.5bn to manage, invest, recycle and leverage public/private sector 

funding to deliver LEP infrastructure priorities. Wishing to negotiate with Government for a single 

settlement, which could lever £15bn of private sector investment over 25 years. Develop a new approach 

to local self-sustaining economic investment, reducing government grant dependency.  

2) Skills – Implementing “skills for growth compact”, committing employers, colleges and schools to 

building a ‘best in class’ skills service. Employees will mentor/train/lecture young people and link them to 

local job opportunities. Committed to recruiting 25% of local businesses to the compact by 2015 and deliver 

3,560 new apprenticeships. 

3) Housing – Joint investment plan will be produced, bringing together HCA and city assets to stimulate 

housing and economic development, resulting in 2,800 new homes by 2022 and yield 100% return on 

current value of public assets. 

4) Life Sciences – Launch new Institute for Translational Medicine, to cluster state of the art clinical 

facilities. Inject £25m investment into sector and create 2,000 high value jobs. 

Governance: 

City Deal will strengthen 

governance across LEP 

area. Robust 

mechanisms established 

for investment funding/ 

Housing and Economic 

Growth Board will be 

formed. Public assets 

proposals to be taken 

forward by HCA and key 

stakeholders. 
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5) Low Carbon – New green jobs and reducing carbon footprint by expanding city’s green deal programme. 

LEP to lever expertise developed through pioneer Birmingham Energy Savers programme. Providing 

energy efficiency improvements to 15,000 homes and 40 public buildings, kickstarting £1.5bn investment 

programme. 

 

Greater Manchester 

Key Issues: 

Greater Manchester was the only area to experience growth in the decade prior to recession comparable to 

London and the South East. Generated £48bn GVA in 2008 – 20% of the North of England’s economy. 

Population of 2.6m, with additional 4.4m within an hour’s drive. 

Greater Manchester authorities have a history of working together and understand drivers of its economy, 

its strengths and challenges. 

Geography: 

Bolton, Bury, 

Manchester, Oldham, 

Rochdale, Salford, 

Stockport, Tameside, 

Trafford, Wigan. 

Elements of Deal: 

1) Finance – raise £1.2bn to invest in growth maximising projects, and “earn back” share of national tax on 

payment-by-results basis, to reinvest in further infrastructure projects. 

2) Investment – Investment Framework will bring central government, European and private sector 

investment. Prioritise projects on GVA basis and jobs per £ of public funding to maximise public 

investment. 

3) Skills – create City Apprenticeships and Skills Hub to support small businesses increase apprentices – 

delivering 10% increase for 16-24 year olds, 6,000 new apprenticeships over two years, and pilot tax 

incentive scheme to encourage businesses to take on new apprentices. Trial new ways to increase 

influence over skills system through incentive payments to providers. 

4) Enterprise Support – strengthen/expand Business Growth Hub (providing access to finance and giving 

trade/business/investment advice to local companies). Government to invest £4.4m of transitional funding 

until 2015, then Enterprise Zone revenues will be used. Create 3,800 jobs and safeguard 2,300 jobs. 

5) Inward Investment – establish Manchester as beacon for high value inward investment from China and 

India, and for Graphine technologies. 

6) Low Carbon – develop plan to reduce emissions by 48% by 2020. Joint venture company established 

between UK Green Investments and Greater Manchester to develop portfolio of investment projects, 

creating additional 34,800 jobs and additional £1.4bn GVA. 

7) Housing – establish joint investment programme with HCA, using public sector assets to develop 5,000-

7,000 new homes by 2017. 

8) Transport – Devolution of Northern Rail franchise, devolution of local transport majors funding and local 

bus improvement measures. 

Governance: 

Established the Greater 

Manchester Combined 

Authority in April 2011, 

with powers in its own 

right. Decisions to 

pursue a particular policy 

are binding, providing 

long-term stability and a 

stable/accountable 

platform for Government 

to devolve powers and 

functions. 

 

Leeds City Region LEP 

Key Issues: 

Largest LEP area outside London. Population of three million, economy worth £52bn. 

Challenges include below-average skill levels, and low levels of inward investment and exporting. High 

number of young people not in education, employment or training (NEETs) (47,000 under-25s), which is a 

serious constraint on the area’s economic potential, and damaging impact on aspirations/opportunities for 

young people. 

Wants to overcome long-standing challenges, especially around NEETs, and achieve goal of increasing 

economic growth to an average of 2.6% per annum by 2030, as well as creating 60,000 new jobs by 2016 

and reduce carbon emissions. 

Geography: 

Barnsley, Bradford, 

Calderdale, Craven, 

Harrogate, Kirklees, 

Leeds, Selby, Wakefield, 

York. 

Elements of Deal: 

1) Skills and Worklessness – offer “Guarantee to Young People”, allowing access to job, training, 

apprenticeship, volunteering or work experience, supported by a locally designed youth employment 

Governance: 

Stable, effective 

governance structure to 
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model, creating 20,000 new opportunities for young people. This will include a 14-24 Academy will deliver 

business-led curriculum, an Apprenticeship Training Agency (to support small businesses that traditionally 

don’t use apprenticeships), a wider brokerage service, and piloting a local alternative to the national youth 

contract for 16-17 year olds. Employment and Skills Board will ensure investment goes into skills the local 

economy needs. 

2) Transport – £1bn West Yorkshire ‘plus’ Transport Fund, financed by local levy, placed on 10-year 

allocation of local majors funding, and co-investment from Department for Transport. This could create 2% 

uplift in economic output and 20,000 jobs. Working on joint proposal with other northern cities for 

devolution of Northern Rail franchise. 

3) Investment – fund created backed by £200m of local resources, including pooled business rates, 

matched by single capital pot from government, and aligned to local investment priorities. 

4) Trade and Inward Investment – resources committed to implement delivery/investment plan for 

trade/inward investment. Government will support and resource joint venture teams. Aims to turn trade 

deficit (£1bn per year) to surplus (£600m by 2015, £1.7bn by 2018). Increase GVA by 1.1% annually from 

2015, creating 7,400 jobs by 2018. 

be put in place, 

committed to 

establishing a Combined 

Authority. 

 

Liverpool City Region LEP 

Key Issues: 

1.5m people and £20bn economy. Progress in recent years held back by low skill levels, high 

unemployment, and dependency on public sector. Skills gaps remain, with a knock-on effect on 

productivity. 

Two parts to the City Deal; part 1 focuses on Liverpool itself (giving the Mayor tools to drive economic 

growth), whilst part 2 focuses on wider city region and LEP (focused on capitalising on wider assets in 

knowledge and low carbon sectors and superports, and reflecting recommendations of Lord Heseltine and 

Sir Terry Leahy’s independent report). 

Geography: 

Halton, Knowsley, 

Liverpool, Sefton, 

St.Helens, Wirral. 

Elements of Deal: 

Part 1: 

1) Finance – Enterprise Zone covering ‘City Fringe Buffer Zone and Central Business District’, 

complementing existing Enterprise Zone in Liverpool and Wirral Waters, will help deliver £10bn Liverpool 

and Wirral Waters project. 

2) Economic Investment – Mayoral Investment Board oversees economic/housing strategy, including 

development of HCA’s land assets. Government will contribute £75m endowment fund to Mayoral 

Development Corporation to deliver critical economic development projects. 

3) Employment – working with DWP to develop welfare pilots (localised programme of support for those 

leaving Work Programme and a local alternative to the national 16-17 youth contract programme). 

4) Skills – create six new academy schools, Secondary School Investment Plan funded by council that will 

deliver up to twelve new-build secondary schools. 

Part 2: 

1) Trade – month-long international business festival to facilitate new business opportunities in the city 

region, increasing exports with Europe, Asia and North America. Focuses on key sectors, building on 

success of 2008 European Capital of Culture and pavilion at Shanghai Expo. 

2) Low Carbon – run a low carbon red tape pilot to make it easier for companies to invest in facilities 

needed to compete more effectively for offshore wind/civil nuclear contracts. This will reduce regulatory 

burdens and speed up local planning processes to accelerate investment pipeline of £100m over next five 

years, and capture bigger share of market (immediate jobs, open up supply chains and export 

opportunities).  

3) Skills and Employment – create Skills For Growth Bank (business led mutual that unifies public/private 

skills investments and empower businesses to create more jobs, tackle skills gaps and raise productivity). 

Pilot a payment by results approach to adult skills with providers rewarded when their services get people 

into work. Youth Unemployment Task Force aims to reduce long term youth unemployment by half in three 

Governance: 

Newly elected mayor 

working with LEP and 

Liverpool City Region 

Cabinet to ensure 

strategic decisions. 

Committed to establish 

single strategic transport 

body to ensure transport 

decisions are at the 

centre of economic 

development. 
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years. Package will support 17,400 new jobs and 6,000 apprenticeships. 

4) Transport – new strategic transport body with £800m 10 year transport fund to unlock critical 

infrastructure investment to Port of Liverpool and Northern Hub, creating 15,000 jobs. Local leaders to 

have more of a say over local transport decisions and align these with wider economic development 

opportunities. 

5) Investment – Investment Fund bringing together multiple funding streams and give control to invest in 

local priorities. 

6) Knowledge Economy – capitalise on science and knowledge assets by attracting ‘big science’ to 

generate job growth and realise potential of knowledge assets. 

 

Newcastle 

Key Issues: 

Population of 1m, generating economic output of £32bn. Private sector employment in Newcastle and 

surrounding area increased before the recession by more than any other major city outside London. 

Labour market has legacy of inter-generational unemployment, disproportionate number of NEET young 

people, and workforce that doesn’t meet all needs of business community. Need for more entry level jobs, 

infrastructure investment across key city centre and manufacturing sites. 

Geography: 

Newcastle, but closer 

working with LEP area 

(County Durham, 

Gateshead, Newcastle 

upon Tyne, North 

Tyneside, 

Northumberland, South 

Tyneside, Sunderland). 

Elements of Deal: 

1) Accelerated Development Zone – to unlock city centre growth, providing £1bn boost to economy. New 

tax increment financing powers, with all growth in business rate income retained by Newcastle and 

Gateshead Councils for 25 years, allowing them to initiate £92m investment programme, creating 2,000 

jobs within five years and 13,000 within 25 years. 

2) Energy, Marine and Low Carbon – secure £500m private sector investment in next five years in 

marine/offshore manufacturing sector, creating 8,000 jobs. Establish Newcastle as low carbon Pioneer 

City, based on its reputation for sustainability and existing expertise, and reduce carbon by 34% by 2020. 

3) Employment and Skills – improve employment opportunities through co-location and better integration of 

national and local services. Establish Skills Hub to support small businesses to take on apprentices, 

increasing starts by 15% (500 in Newcastle). Deliver skills system that better meets needs of employers. 

Provide model for local delivery of Youth Contract. 

4) Housing – Joint Investment Plan with HCA, using HCA resources and Newcastle’s £25m Future Homes 

Fund, to deliver 15,000 homes in urban area and improve housing market. 

5) Transport and Connectivity – investment programme to reduce congestion on A1 Western Bypass, 

reducing journey times, and investing in broadband infrastructure. 

Governance: 

Work to create North 

East Combined 

Authority. Newcastle and 

Gateshead to strengthen 

their partnership to meet 

requirements of 

Accelerated 

Development Zone, 

giving it formal decision 

making powers and 

making it subject to 

greater scrutiny and 

accountability. 

 

Nottingham 

Key Issues: 

GVA of £12.1bn, 25% of population aged between 16 and 24, two leading universities with 55,000 students 

and 18,000 annual graduates. 

Lack of private sector jobs growth (negative net private sector growth between1998-2008, with 15,600 jobs 

lost, the second worst performance of all core cities). 

City Deal built around Creative Quarter. 

Geography: 

Nottingham 

Elements of Deal: 

1) Enterprise Support – establish incubator in Creative Quarter. Trial new SME finance products; £45m 

venture capital fund to provide equity in high tech businesses, Technology Fund to support exploitation of 

intellectual property, and “Generation Y” fund to encourage graduates to start businesses in Nottingham. 

Governance: 

Strong private sector led 

leadership to deliver 

vision for economy, by 
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2) Employment and Skills – measures to increase skills/reduce unemployment, including apprenticeship 

hub (creating up to 1,000 apprenticeships in/around Creative Quarter), Youth Employment Hub (help 16-24 

year olds find jobs and reduce unemployment by 25% over four years), a scheme to get businesses into 

schools to improve enterprise education, and a pilot for adult and community learning. 

3) Connectivity and Infrastructure – package of transport measures to improve connectivity to other cities 

through improvements to Midland Mainline links to HS2, managing congestion, and trailing ways to use 

transport to improve access to jobs. Transform infrastructure and transport links across Creative Quarter 

through £8m New Development Deal scheme. Provide super-fast broadband connectivity to businesses 

in/around Quarter through joint investment from Nottingham and commercial providers. 

4) Low Carbon – Green Deal strategy to accelerate move to a low carbon economy. Funding to roll out 

expansion of city’s district heating system. 

creating Nottingham 

Economic Growth Board, 

chaired by Sir John 

Pierce (chairman of 

Standard Chartered). 

Oversee venture capital 

fund and ensure suite of 

measures to deliver 

Creative Quarter and 

Nottingham Economic 

Strategy. 

 

Sheffield City Region 

Key Issues: 

Generates £25.7bn for UK economy, population of 1.7m and 7.6m live in 35 mile radius of Sheffield. 

Historic dependence on public sector jobs and grants, educational underperformance, continuing skills 

gaps in key sectors, and need for infrastructure investment (especially transport). 

Can make contribution to export-led, rebalanced UK economy by capitalising on unique assets/heritage, 

using high skilled modern manufacturing economy combining digital innovation and world class 

manufacturing expertise. 

Geography: 

Barnsley, Bassetlaw, 

Bolsolver, Chesterfield, 

Doncaster, North East 

Derbyshire, Rotherham, 

Sheffield. 

Elements of Deal: 

1) Skills – local skills funding model to address skills gaps in key growth sectors (eg advanced 

manufacturing). Lever in £44.4m local public/private sector investment in return for £27.8m devolved 

central government funding over three years. Use this to invest in skills and incentivise colleges/providers 

to respond quickly/flexibly to emerging needs of key sectors. 

2) Finance – £700m Sheffield City Region Investment Fund to give new freedoms/financial powers to 

invest in growth, develop infrastructure, create jobs and stimulate inward investment based on local 

priorities. Initial £30m contribution from Sheffield, business rate income from a city centre development 

scheme and public sector funding. 

3) Transport – improve connectivity, including 10 year allocation of devolved majors funding, devolution of 

Northern Rail franchise, local management of tram trains project, Better Bus Area pilot (power/tools to 

improve quality/access of local bus network). 

4) Nuclear Advanced Manufacturing Supply Chain – national centre for procurement around Advanced 

Manufacturing and Nuclear Research Centres. Help improve national procurement, speed up innovation 

and help build comparative advantage in these industries. 

Governance: 

Needs to put in place 

strong, stable and 

effective governance 

structure to maximise 

local growth. Forming 

South Yorkshire 

Combined Authority and 

plan to expand this 

across entire Sheffield 

City Region area in the 

future. 

4.0 City deals: the implications  

The Federation welcomes the first wave of city deals. The deals demonstrate the commitment and ambition of 

local authorities and their LEPs to kick-starting growth in their local economies. It is important that the city deal 

process does not end with the first wave, but allows the deals to evolve and other cities (alongside other urban 

and non-urban areas) to sign up. As cities take on expanded responsibilities, it is important they receive the 

necessary powers and resources to implement these new duties. Housing associations are playing an 

important part on many LEP boards; advising cities on the powers and resources they need to stimulate the 

local housing market and get the local economy moving.  

 

The important work housing associations do is reflected in the city deals. Many deals recognise the vital role 

housing can play in kick-starting local growth (Bristol, Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester and Newcastle). In 

recognition of this, a number of cities have been given much greater influence over the disposal of central 

government land and assets. Whilst these boards may not have direct ownership over central government 

land and assets, they are likely to have much greater influence over the disposal of such assets, including the 
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disposal of HCA and RDA assets. Furthermore, where such boards do ‘have teeth’, it is likely cities, in time, 

will also take greater control and responsibility over the HCA regeneration function. If housing associations 

wish to be involved in the regeneration of these cities and develop on surplus public sector land sites then they 

will need to develop new relationships with the civic leaders, including mayors where they exist, in addition to 

building and maintaining strong relationships with local authorities.  

 

Alongside economic growth, getting people into work is the other pillar of all city deals. As major employers 

(both directly and indirectly, through their supply chains), housing associations can play an important part in 

creating and maintaining employment opportunities. Some city deals have specific elements relating to 

business and enterprise support (eg Greater Manchester’s Business Growth Hub). Opportunities may exist for 

associations to tap into funding to create both jobs and new social enterprises. Similarly, specific actions exist 

in some city deals around reducing youth unemployment (eg Liverpool’s Youth Unemployment Task Force and 

welfare pilots, and Nottingham’s Youth Employment Hub). Again, this may align with existing work by 

associations, allowing them to expand provision, or provide opportunities to develop new activities. 

 

All city deals seek to reduce unemployment through equipping their residents with better skills. Different 

mechanisms for achieving this are being explored in different areas (including Birmingham’s “skills compact”, 

Bristol’s skills investment plan, Greater Manchester’s City Apprenticeships and Skills Hub, and Leeds’ 

Guarantee to Young People). There is a strong commitment in most areas to ensure links between the public 

and private sector in terms of matching local skills provision to the skills required by businesses. Housing 

associations already do much work around skills, and should be at the forefront of these discussions; ensuring 

not only that their tenants can access apprenticeship and upskilling opportunities, but also providing 

apprenticeships/skills opportunities. Where city deals are committed to delivering specific actions (e.g. 

Birmingham is committed to recruiting a quarter of its local businesses to its skills compact by 2015, whilst 

Newcastle is committed to increase apprenticeship starts by 15%), there is a strong mandate for housing 

association involvement.  

 

Most of the city deals see transport infrastructure as a key priority (Bristol, Greater Manchester, Leeds, 

Liverpool, Newcastle, Nottingham and Sheffield). It is important that some of the local transport infrastructure 

projects, such as Sheffield’s Better Bus Pilot, devolution of the Northern Rail Franchise and the Greater Bristol 

Metro and Bus Rapid Transit Network, work with housing associations, developers and local businesses to link 

new homes to emerging job opportunities. Similarly, infrastructure within the city deals may include broadband 

(e.g. Newcastle) and opportunities exist for housing associations to be linked into the development of 

residential broadband schemes. 

 

5.0 Engaging with Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEP) 

There are 38 agreed partnerships across England. Together these cover around 51 million people or 99% of 
England's population, 99% of businesses (active enterprises) and 99% of all employee jobs (approx. 23 million 
employees). Like each city deal, each LEP is unique. Each partnership has different priorities and composition; 
reflecting the different characteristics of each place.  

 

The city deal process has highlighted the growing role of LEPs. Future funding and decisions may be 
channeled through LEPs. The Federation is keen to support housing associations to actively engage with 
LEPs. Some members are already actively engaged with LEPs, but it is a priority for us to encourage all LEPs 
to engage with members and understand the contribution housing associations can make to the economic 
growth agenda. Where members would like support to engage with their LEP, they should contact their 
regional office in the first instance. The Federation may be able to help facilitate and broker meetings with the 
local LEP.  

 

To help support members engage LEPs, the Federation is commissioning some independent work to quantify  

the economic impact of housing which will look provide robust data for use in engaging with LEPs, city deals 

and other relevant structures. 


